
 

  

 
 

MOB HOTEL IN A NUTSHELL 

 
MOB HOTEL is derived from deep reflection on the nature of 
hospitality, on individual wellbeing and on togetherness. It is a real 
utopia in a financialised hotel sector.  
 
Founded by Cyril Aouizerate, co-founder of Mama Shelter hotels, 
MOB HOTEL values collective intelligence and a particular form of 
humanity - Benevolent - that the frenzy of modern times has made us 
unlearn.  
 
Hospitality and wellbeing are at the heart of our consciousness. These 
concepts are rooted in the fact that the hotel is constantly changing its 
own model. MOB HOTEL is conducive to the emergence of new ideas, 
the sharing of cultures, the desire for change.  
 
 

MISSIONS & SKILLS 
 
As part of its development, MOB HOTEL is seeking a Receptionist 
(M/W) for Paris les Puces (100 keys). The successful candidate will be 
able to manage everything that entails with a smile and a generous 
helping of good humour. 
 

 Welcoming guests and broadcast and the hospitality values of 
MOB HOTEL from the beginning. 

 Facilitating guests' stays by providing an attentive ear to the 
requirements expressed.  

 Managing departures and actively participating in the guest 
loyalty policy 

 Execute and control the daily accounting, billing of benefits, 
check the spreading payments 

 Versatility on all hotel services 

 Finally, updating the room reservation schedule  
 



 

 

REQUIRED PROFILE 
 
MOB HOTEL values the experience and the human side of people. 
Training and years of studies are not that important. We are looking 
for an All- rounder expert; someone with an independent mind-set and 
an open-minded spirit. MOB HOTEL defines itself as an adaptive, 
polymorphic Swiss Army Knife, like our staff!  
 
If we were to picture our Receptionist (M/W) for Paris les Puces, he or 
she would be comfortable speaking several languages would be 
familiar with OPERA and enjoy working in an agile way on an operating 
basis of equals, without worrying about going off-piste from their 
missions, if necessary. 
 
 

TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF 
JOBS@MOBHOTEL.COM 

 
 
 

 


